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I am sorry. This phrase should be learned in the language of any country one intends to visit before

going abroad, as it is one of the most important things to express in a tight spot. It is necessary for

apologizing after stepping on someone's toe, spilling their drink or when explaining a traffic mistake

to a policeman. Lately, American travelers are hearing this phrase in businesses large and small from

friendly cashiers across Europe, along with an explanation that their credit or debit card with a

magnetic strip cannot be accepted. This is also likely to occur in Canada and much of Asia and South

America. Over the years, acceptance of magnetic strip cards has declined and now they are often not

usable abroad except in ATM machines.

Most of the rest of the world uses EMV chip cards which boost security with an embedded microchip.

That chip transfers information using unique encoded information that is different for each

transaction. If the data is intercepted from a merchant by a thief, it's like getting their hands on an

expired password.

Here in the US, the target for implementation of cards and terminals using chips is Oct 1, 2015.

Delays occurred over the years, as merchants and banks discussed the expense and assessed

whether the expense was worth the effort. Given recent breaches of millions of records, this

discussion is now moot. The primary motivation for banks and merchants to hit the target date is that

at that point, there will be a liability shift. This is to say that the expense of fraudulent transactions

will then fall upon the non-compliant party, most often the merchant so security will be paramount

and of high interest to all.

Given that the rest of the world uses a chip and PIN system, we think it is about time the US caught

up. Then, when a customer makes a purchase, the cardholder inserts the chip card into a reader and

types in a PIN to verify identity. The benefit is that in the case of a stolen card, the PIN can be

remotely and immediately changed rendering the card useless.

There has been some debate among US card issuers whether to go with a chip and signature system

rather than chip and PIN. With a chip and signature card, only a signature is required for verification.

This is what we are used to in the US, but a stolen card can easily be used with a forged signature.

The signature system may be less secure, but it is sufficient to meet the terms of the liability shift,

according to a VISA spokesman and global digital security outfit Gemalto, so we will see what

happens.

As things stand now, most US card companies now issuing chip cards are using the chip and

signature system, with the entry of a PIN causing the transaction to be treated as a cash credit

withdrawal. However, given more data leaks, there is a stronger shift towards PIN cards. In fact,

Chase has announced they will take the PIN route, as has Target.

Either PIN or signature with a chip will represent a big step forward for the security of US credit cards.

As community banks work with their card providers to make this shift, we recognize that expense is

important. That said, given the hassle and the reputational risk involved in a large card fraud, taking

the signature route rather than the PIN seems like a shortsighted fix given the sophistication of
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today's thieves. In the meantime, if an overseas vacation is in your plans, be sure to get a good guide

book and a map, and be sure to take a card with a chip as otherwise your payment options may be

limited.

BANK NEWS

M&A

Bank of North Carolina ($3.7B, NC) will acquire Valley Bank ($886mm, VA) for about $101mm in stock

or roughly 1.7x tangible book.

M&A

Wells Federal Bank ($240mm, MN) will acquire St James Federal Savings ($27mm, MN) for an

undisclosed sum.

Lopsided M&A

A new survey on M&A by Bank Director for 2015 finds 47% of bank executives say they want to buy

another bank in 2015, but only 3% want to sell. Meanwhile, 18% want to buy branches and 63% said

the pricing of potential targets is too high.

Snapcash

Banks should note that Snapchat will now let people just type a dollar amount into the subject line of

an email and send cash to friends through the service using a tool powered by Square. The new

product is called Snapcash.

Economic Growth

A Wall Street Journal survey of 44 economists finds they expect GDP to be 2.7% pace in Q4, rising to

2.8% in the first half of 2015.

Easier Lending

The latest Fed quarterly survey of senior loan officers finds the majority of banks slightly eased terms,

spreads, the cost of credit lines and interest rate floors on business loans in Q3, primarily in response

to increased competition and a more favorable economic outlook.

Digital Competition

JPMorgan said it plans to roll out tablets to its customer facing branch staff in 2015 at all of its 5,600

branches nationwide and will allow customers to use them to open accounts or conduct transactions.

Lower Savings

A Wells Fargo survey of Millennials finds 47% spend at least 50% their paychecks servicing debt

related to credit cards, student loans, mortgages and others.

Goofy Thinking

A study by Junior Achievement and PwC finds 24% of Millennials expect their student loans to

eventually be forgiven and will not have to pay them back.

Recent Shift

Moody's Analytics reports the savings rate for those under age 35 has shifted recently to minus 2%

(spending more than saving). This compares to those age 35 to 44 (+3%), 45 to 54 (+6%) and 55 or

older (+13%).
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